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Introduction 
Let M be a first-order structure with underlying set A. We would like to assign 
to each set S c A m that is definable (with parameters) in M a dimension dim(S) 
which is invariant under definable bijections and has other desirable properties 
like additivity under taking cartesian products. Since these properties only involve 
the system of definable sets and not the 'primitives' of M generating this system it 
seems more appropriate to phrase all this in terms of Tarski systems. We remind 
the reader that a Tarski system on a nonempty set A is a sequence b~ = (6em)m~N 
such that for each m we have: 
(T1) Sere is a boolean algebra of subsets of A m, 
(T2) S • 5em ~A x S and S x A are in 6em+l, 
(T3) ( (x  l . . . . .  Xm) •Am:xx =Xm) • ~m, 
(T4) S • 5e,,,+lff ~r(S)• Sen, where ~r:Am+l--->A m is the projection on the first 
m coordinates. 
It is clear that the subsets of A ° (= one poin t set), A ~ = A, A 2, A 3 ,  . . . that are 
definable in the structure M from a given set of parameters form a Tarski system 
on A. Conversely, if S ~ A m is definable from the sets in a Tarski system 5~ on A, 
then S • 6%, cf. [16, p. 191]. We shall constantly use this fact. 
Let us call a Tarski system 6e on A ful l  if {a) • 6el, for each a eA.  
Definition. Let 5e be a full Tarski system on the nonempty set A. Then a 
dimension function on 6e is a function d : t . _ J ,~ b°m--* {--oo} t.J N such that for all 
sets S, $1, $2 e 6era, m >I O, we have: 
(Dim 1) d(S)  = -oo¢¢,S =0,  d({a}) = 0 for each a cA ,  d(A 1) = 1. 
(Dim 2) d(S1 t3 $2) = max(d(S1), d(S2)). 
(Dim 3) d(S °) = d(S) for each permutation o of {1 . . . .  , m}, where 
S ° = {(xo(1) . . . .  , Xo(m)) • A m : (Xl . . . .  , Xm) • S}. 
(Dim 4) Let T e 5e,,,+l and put T~ = {y e A : (x, y)  e T )  for each x •A  m, and 
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T(i) = {x ~ A m : d(Tx) = i} for i = 0, 1. Then the sets T(i) belong to 5¢m and 
d( (x ,y )  e T :xe  T ( i )}=d(T( i ) )+ i  fo r i=0,  1. 
These axioms are carefully chosen so that the effort to verify them in the cases 
that come up is minimal. In Section 1 we derive some general properties of 
dimension functions, in particular the generalization of (Dim 4) to the sets in 
5°re+n, from which we obtain the additivity of dimension under cartesian products 
and its invariance under definable bijections. 
In Section 2 we consider integral domains D and define the algebraic dimension 
algdim(S) of an arbitrary subset S c D m as the maximum number of polynomial 
functions on S that can be algebraically independent over D. We show that if (an 
expansion of) D satisfies a certain simple algebraic condition called algebraic 
boundedness, then the algebraic dimension defines a dimension function on its 
Tarski system of definable sets. For algebraically closed, real closed and 
p-adically closed fields this leads to dimension functions familiar from earlier 
work. (For ~p, see [14].) Algebraic boundedness can often be derived from some 
kind of quantifier elimination. A new result that we shall prove in Section 3 in 
this way and that is somewhat surprising in its generality, is the following. 
Theorem. Each henselian field of  characteristic 0 is algebraically bounded and the 
algebraic dimension is the only dimension function on its Tarski system of 
definable sets. (There is no restriction here on the characteristic of the residue 
field.) 
In this case we have also an important link to the valuation topology: with K a 
valued field as in the theorem and S a nonempty definable subset of g m we have: 
(a) S is a finite union o f  intersections of definable open with Zariski closed 
sets. 
(b) S has nonempty interior in its Zariski closure S z in Km. 
(c) algdim(S\S) < algdim(S), where S = (valuation) closure of S in K m. 
(d) If further the valuation on K comes from an absolute value with respect o 
which K is complete, then S is a finite disjoint union of definable submanifolds of 
K m and algdim(S) is the maximum of the manifold dimensions. 
I should mention that 'definable' here can be taken to refer to a much larger 
class of sets than is usually considered for valued fields: if desired it may include 
the inverse images (under the valuation and residue class map) of arbitrary 
relations on the value group and residue field. Because of this extended notion of 
'definable set' we obtain even for •p results that are not quite covered by [14] 
(apart from the fact that property (c) above is missing from [14]). 
Most of the above is actually first obtained in a more general framework, by 
means of the new concept o f  'topological system', cf. 2.10-2.25. I found 
topological systems extremely helpful in relating point set topology and model 
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theory; these systems incorporate both Zariski-type topologies and 'definable' 
topologies, and enable a uniform treatment. 
The theorem above is in the equal characteristic 0 case derived from a 
quantifier elimination theorem due to Delon [1, 2], and in the mixed characteris- 
tic case from an unpublished analogue of Delon's theorem. (Of course these 
theorems refine older results originating with Ax, Kochen, Ersov, but the 
refinements are often crucial for applications.) Apart from the use of these 
quantifier eliminations this article is mostly selfcontained. While completing this 
paper I found that Weispfenning [18, Theorem 4.10] had already noticed property 
(a) above as a consequence of Delon's theorem. The connection between 
algebraic boundedness and algebraic dimension was first noticed in [17] where I 
showed that the ring of algebraic integers is algebraically bounded. 
Recently Pillay [11] gave some nice group-theoretic applications of dimension 
of real and p-adic semi-algebraic sets. Using our theorem above several of Pillay's 
results and arguments carry over without change to arbitrary henselian fields of 
characteristic 0. 
I also mention [6], [12] and [10] parts of which are in the same spirit as parts of 
Section 2 in this article. 
Finally, it should be emphasized that there are plenty of dimension functions 
that do not come from algebraic dimension. For instance, Qe with a crossection is 
not algebraically bounded but Scowcroft [13] constructed a dimension function on 
this structure. Also Zp as an analytic structure is not algebraically bounded but 
does have a good dimension function, cf. [3, (3.15)-(3.28)]. See also 2.25 for still 
another kind of dimension function. 
1. General facts about dimension functions 
In this section b e = (be,,,),,,~N is a full Tarski system on the nonempty set A and d 
denotes a dimension function on be. First some very elementary facts. 
1.1. (i) I f  Sa, $2 ~ bern and $1 c $2, then d(S1) <~ d(S2). 
(ii) I f  S belongs to be and S &finite and nonempty, then d(S) = O. 
(iii) d(A m) = m. 
Property (i) follows from axiom (Dim 2), property (ii) reduces by (Dim 2) to the 
case that S is a singleton, and in that case the assertion follows by (Dim 1) and 
(Dim 4) by induction on m. Property (iii) is also clear from (Dim 1) and (Dim 4) 
by induction on m. 
1.2. A simple consequence of the above is that (N, ~<)--and hence (~d, +)---does 
not have a dimension function. (Here a dimension function on a structure M is a 
dimension function on its Tarski system of sets definable with parameters in M.) 
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If (~,~<) had a dimension function, then {(x ,y )~2:x>~y} would have 
dimension 1 by (Dim 4) and property (ii) above, so {(x, y )c  N :x <~y} would also 
have dimension 1 by (Dim 3), hence by (Dim 2) the union of these two sets, 
which is ~z, would have dimension 1, and this contradicts (iii). 
1.3. The function d is completely determined by its restriction to 5el. 
In fact, axiom (Dim4) tells us that if T C.~m+l, then d(T )= 
max(d(T(0)), d(T(1))+ 1) (using also (Dim2)), but the sets T(0) and T(1) 
belong to 5em and are determined by the values that d takes on ~.  
1.4. We now generalize (Dim 4) as follows. 
Proposition. Let  T c ~m+n and put  T~ = {y c A"  : (x, y)  ~ T} for  x c A m, and 
T( i)  = {x cA  m :d(T~) = i} for  i = 0 . . . . .  n. Then the sets T( i )  belong to fern and 
d{(x, y)  ~ T :x c T( i )}  = d(T( i ) )  + i. 
Proof. By induction on n; the case n = 1 is just axiom (Dim 4). Let n > 1 and 
assume the desired result holds for n - 1 instead of n (inductive hypothesis). To 
visualize what comes next the reader is invited to identify A m+n with Am X 
An- ix  A, viewing A m and A n-x as horizontal coordinates axes and A as the 
vertical axis. For each x cA  m we have T~ = {(y, z)  eA  ~n-1) ×A:(x ,  y, z) cA}. 
We also put T~x,y) = {z ~ A : (x, y, z )  c T} for each point (x, y) in the horizontal 
plane A m × A n-1. 
Let 
Bo = {(x, y) c A m X A"- l :d(T(x,y))  = 0}, 
BI = {(x, y)  ca  m × A"- l :d(T(x,y))  = 1}. 
By (Dim 4) the sets Bo and B1 belong to 9°,,+,_1. Let p :A '+" - ->A m+('- l)  be the 
projection: p(x ,  y, z)  = (x, y). So p(T)  = Bo U B1, a disjoint union. For each 
x c A m this gives a disjoint union p(T)x  = (Bo)~ LJ (B1)x. Applying now (Dim 4) to 
T~ cA  ("-1)+1 we see that 
d(T~) = max(d((B0)x), d((B1)x) + 1). 
It follows that the set T( i )  = {x c A m : d(Tx) = i} splits into disjoint sets 
Co = {x :d((Bo)x) = i, d((Ba)x) < i}, 
C, = {x :d((Bo)x) < i, d((B1)x) + 1 = i}, 
both of which are in 5era, by the inductive hypothesis applied to Bo and B1. Hence 
T(i)  belongs to 5e m. Let q:Am+("-l)--->Am be the projection on the first m 
coordinates. In what follows we assume for simplicity that Co and Ca are 
nonempty. (The case that Co = 0 or C1 = 0 is left to the reader.) 
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We first note that d(q-l(Co) n Bo) = d(Co) + i, since all (Bo)x are of dimension 
i for x • Co. For similar reasons we get d(q-~(Co) n B1) < d(Co) + i; using 
(Dim 4) these two relations imply: 
d(p- l (q- l (Co) n B0) n T) = d(Co) + i, 
d(p-l(q-~(Co) n n l )  n T) ~ d(Co) d- i. 
In the same way we obtain: 
d(p- l (q - l (c1)  n B0) o T) ~< d(C1) + i, 
d(p - l (q - l ( c  0 n BI) n T) -- d(C 0 + i. 
Now {(x, y, z) • T} : d(T~) -- i} is the union of the four sets p- l (q - l ( cx )  n B,)  n 
T, A,/t • {0, 1}, so the four relations above lead to 
d({(x, y, z) • T: d(Tx) = i} = d(Co U C~) + i = d(T(i))  + i. [] 
1.5. Corollaries. (i) d(S1 x $2) = d(S1) + d(S2) for any two sets $1 and $2 in 5 e. 
(ii) d(f(S))<~ d(S) for each set S • 6Pm and each map f :S--+A ~ whose graph 
F( f )  belongs to 6em+n; in particular, d(f (S))  = d(S) if f as above is injective. 
(iii) (Coordinate free version of 1.4) Let S e 3~m and f : S---> A ~ a map whose 
graph belongs to 6em+n, and let O<~i<-m. Then the set B ( i )=(y•  
A n :d ( f - l (y ) )  = i} belongs to 5e, and d( f - l (B( i ) ) )  = d(B( i ) )  + i. 
To see that (i) holds, let $1 • 9°m, $2 • 5e, put T = $1 x $2 • 6era+n, and apply the 
proposition with i = d(S2). We shall first prove (ii) for injective f :  applying the 
proposition to T = F( f )  with i = 0 gives d(F ( f ) )=  d(S); replacing here f by its 
inverse f -1 this gives d(F( f -1 ) )= d(f(S)).  But axiom (Dim 3) gives d(F ( f ) )=  
d(r(f-~)). Hence d(S)=d( f (S ) ) .  Now, for general f the inequality d(S)~ 
d(f(S))  will follow from (iii), since, with the notations of (iii), we have: 
S = 0 f-~(B(i)), f(S) = 0 B(i). 
i=0 i=O 
Finally, to prove (iii) we let T = {(f(x), x) :x • S}, so T • 6en+ m is the 'reversed' 
graph of f. Interchanging the roles of m and n and using the bijection 
x ~-> (f(x),  x) between S and T one easily verifies that the proposition translates 
into fact (iii). 
1.6. From 1.5(ii) we immediately draw the conclusion that a nonperfect field K of 
characteristic p > 0 cannot have a dimension function: just take a • K \K  p and 
consider the injective map (x, y) ~-~x p + ay p : K2--> K. 
1.7. Proposition. Let ~l and sl' be L-structures, sg < sg', with underlying sets 
A cA ' ,  and suppose that ~l has a dimension function d~. Then s~l' has a 
dimension function d~, such that d~(S) = d~,(S') whenever S c A n and S' c (A') n 
are defined in sg and ~I' respectively by the same La-formula dp(y 1 . . . .  , Yn). 
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Proof. Consider an L~-formula ~(x, y), x = (Xl . . . . .  Xm), Y = (Yl . . . . .  yn). 
Then by Proposition 1.4 there are L~-formulas ~p_=(x), ~Po(X) . . . .  , %,(x) such 
that for each i • { - 0% 0 . . . . .  n } and each a • A" : ~¢ ~ ~Pi(a) ¢:> d~ {b • A" : d 
~b(a, b)} = i. Hence for each a •A  m there is exactly one i • (-o% 0 , . . . ,  n} such 
that ~/~Pi(a);  it follows that for each a' • (A ' )  m there is exactly one i•  
{-oo, 0 . . . . .  n} with ~t' k ~pi(a'); then we assign to the set S' = {b' • (A') ~ : ~ '  
qffa', b')} the dimension i, that is, we put d~,(S') = i. It is easily checked that this 
makes d~, a well defined dimension function on the Tarski system of sets 
definable with parameters in ~/'. [] 
2. Algebraic boundedness 
2.1. Let D be an infinite integral domain with fraction field K and let S c D ' .  
(For the moment we do not assume S to be definable in any sense.) A polynomial 
f (X)  • D[X], X = (X1 . . . . .  Xm)  , defines a function a ~--~f (a ) : S---~ D, and we let 
DIS] be the D-algebra of all functions of this form. (The ring of polynomial 
functions on S.) 
2.2. Definition. The algebraic dimension of S (over D), notation algdimo(S), is 
the maximal number of functions in D[S] that can be algebraically independent 
over D. (Here g l , . . . ,  gk • D[S] are called algebraically independent over D if 
f (g l ,  • • •, gk) 4= 0 for each f • D[Y1 . . . .  , Yk], f ~ 0; by convention we put 
algdim(t~) = -oo.) 
Clearly, a lgdimo(S)= algdimr(S), and this leads to the following alternative 
characterization f algebraic dimension which is quite useful: 
2.3. Lemma. Let (D*, S*) be a [D[+-saturated elementary extension of (D, S) and 
S ~ O. Then: 
algdimD (S) = max (transcendence d greer K(s) : s e S* }. 
(Here we consider K(s) as a subfield of K* =fraction field-of D*.) 
Proof. Let gi ,~. . . ,  gk E K[S] be algebraically independent over K. Then  fo rany  
finite set {f l , . . .  , fn}cK[Y l  . . . . .  Yk]\{0} there is s ,•S  such that 
fi(gl(s) . . . . .  gk(s)) 4=0 for each f,.. (Take f = lqf /and use that f (g l  . . . . .  gk) 4:0.) 
Hence, by saturation, there is s •S*  such that f (g l ( s )  . . . . .  gk(s))=/=O for all 
f • K[Y1 . . . .  , Yk]\{0}, which shows that 
k ~< transcendence d greeK K(gl(s) . . . . .  gk(s)) 
~< transcendence d greeK K(s). 
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Conversely, let t = transcendence degreer K(s) ,  with s = (sa, . . . ,  Sm) E S*'~ 
without loss of generality we may assume that Sl . . . . .  s, are algebraically 
independent over K. Then it follows immediately from (D, S) < (D*, S*) that the 
coordinate functions on S defined by the polynomials X1 . . . .  ,X t  
O[S l  . . . . .  Sin] are algebraically independent over D. [] 
Another easy result that enables us to drop the subscript D in algdimo is the 
following. 
2.4. Lemma. I f  E & a domain extending D, then 
algdimo(S) = algdime(S) for  S c Dm. 
Proof. Passing to the fraction fields K and L of D and E we have to show that 
algdimK(S) = algdimL(S). From the previous lemma it follows that algdimr(S) ~> 
algdimL(S). For the reverse inequality, let gl . . . .  , gk ~ K[S] be K-algebraically 
independent. Then it suffices to show that gl . . . .  ,gk are L-algebraically 
independent in L[S]. Let f eL[Y1 . . . . .  Y /c ] \{0}  and write f = E7_1 b i f  with 
bl, • • •, bn ~ L linearly independent over K and f. e K[Y1, • • • , Yk], i = 1 . . . .  , n. 
It follows that if f (g l  . . . . .  gk) = 0, then E~'=I b i f i (g l ( s ) ,  • • • , gk (S) )  = 0 for each 
s e S, so f i(gl(s) . . . .  , gk(S)) = 0 for each s e S. Hence f /= 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  n, i.e. 
f=0.  [] 
In the next lemma we collect some immediate consequences of 2.3. 
2.5. Lemma. Let S, $1, $2 c D m. Then: 
(i) algdim(S) = 0 ¢:> S is finite and nonempty. 
(ii) algdim(D m) = m (recall that D is assumed to be infinite), 
(iii) algdim(S1 t_J $2) = max(algdim(S1), algdim(S2)), 
(iv) algdim(S °) = algdim(S) for  each permutation o o f  {1 . . . . .  m}. 
This means in particular that the dimension axioms (Dim 1), (Dim 2) and 
(Dim 3) are satisfied for 'algebraic dimension'. To make also (Dim 4) true we 
clearly need some restriction on the (definable) sets considered. This restriction is 
as follows. 
2.6. Definition. An expansion ~ of D is called algebraically bounded if for each 
set S cD m+a that is definable in ~ there exist polynomials fl . . . .  , f re  
D[X1 . . . . .  Xm, Y] such that if Sx is finite (x ~ Din), then Sx c {y e D :fii(x, y)  = 
0} for some ie  {1 , . . . ,  r} with f (x,  Y )~0.  
Note that there is then a number B = B(S)  ~ N such that if Sx is finite (x ~ D ' ) ,  
then #(Sx)~< B; in fact one can take 
B = max deg(f/). 
l~ i~r  Y 
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Also, it makes no difference whether we take 'definable' to mean 'definable with 
parameters' or 'definable without parameters'. 
Warning. 'Algebraically bounded' as defined above is more 'algebraic' than a 
weaker purely model-theoretic notion that occurs in the literature under that 
name, see e.g. [6]. Some proofs in [6] actually establish algebraic boundedness 
(for ~ and Qp) in our sense. 
Here is why algebraic boundedness interests us: 
2.7. Proposition. I f  ~ is an algebraically bounded expansion of D, then 'algdim' 
defines a dimension function on ~. 
Proof. We need only verify (Dim4), so let S=D m÷~ be definable (with 
parameters) in ~. Take polynomials fl . . . . .  fr e D[X~ . . . .  , Xm, I1] such that if 
Sx is finite, x e D m, then Sx c {y e D :fl(x, y) = 0} for some i = i(x) ~ {1 . . . .  , r} 
with f/(x, Y) :/: 0. Let d = maxl<~i~<r(degrf/). Hence 
S(0) = {x • D m : 1 ~< #(Sx) ~< d} and S(1) = {x e O m : n(Sx) > d}, 
from which it is clear that S(0) and S(1) are definable. We have to show: 
algdim{(x, y) e S :x • S(0)) = algdim(S(0)), 
algdim{(x, y) e S :x e S(1)} = algdim(S(1)) + 1. 
To do this we use 2.3. Let (D*, S*) be a IDl÷-saturated elementary extension of 
(D, S). Now, if (x, y )e  S* and x •S(O)*, then f,-(x, y )=0 for some i with 
f/(x, Y) :/: 0. So y is algebraic over K(x), with K = Frac(D), i.e. 
transcendence d greeK (x, y) = transcendence d greeK (x). 
Taking the maximum over all (x, y) • S with x ~ S(0) gives the first equality. For 
the second equality, let x e S(1)*. Then S* is infinite, so by IDl÷-saturation of 
(D*, S*) not all elements of S* can be algebraic over K(x), hence for some y 
with (x, y) e S* we have transcendance degreex K(x, y) = (transcendence 
degreeKK(x)) + 1. Again, taking the maximum over all x e S(1)* gives the 
second equality. [] 
2,8. The following trivial lemma slightly reduces the problem of proving algebraic 
boundedness. 
Lemma. Let S = Sx t3 • • • U St c D m+l and suppose for each Sx, 1 ~ ~ <<- l, there is 
a finite set of polynomials ~ ~ D[X, Y], X = (X1 , . . . ,  Xm), such that if (Sx)x is 
finite, x • O m, then (Sx)x ~ {y • D :f(x, y) = 0} for some f • ~x with f (x ,  Y) =~ O. 
Define ~=D[X,  Y] as the finite set of all products Htx=lA with fx 6 ~ for 
1 <<- ;~ <~ l. Then there is for each x • D m with finite S~ a polynomial f ~ ~ such that 
f (x,  Y):/:O and Sx c {y 6 D: f (x ,  y) =0}. 
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2.9. Needless to say, one can only hope to verify algebraic boundedness and 
similar properties if some kind of quantifier elimination is available for the 
structure at hand. In particular, algebraically closed, real closed and p-adically 
closed fields are algebraically bounded. Let us check this first for algebraically 
dosed fields K: by the previous lemma and using quantifier elimination it suffices 
to consider sets S = K m+l that are defined by a conjunction 
fl(X, Y) . . . . .  fr(X, Y)=O  ^ g(X ,  Y )~O,  
with fl . . . .  , f~, g ~ K[X ,  Y]. Clearly, if S~ is finite and nonempty, then f (x ,  Y)  4= 
0 for some i e {1 . . . .  , r}, and for this i we have S~ ~ {y • K :fi(x, y) = 0}. 
2.10. Next we state two very general facts on topological model theory, Lemma 
2.13 and Proposition 2.15 below. The proposition has the algebraic boundedness 
of real closed and p-adically closed fields as special cases, and it also shows what 
still needs to be done to obtain the algebraic boundedness of henselian fields of 
characteristic 0.
2.11. In the remainder o f  this section L is a language extending the language 
{0, +, -}  of  abelian groups, and M denotes an L-structure expanding an 
underlying abelian group (A, O, +, - ) .  
Definition. A topological system on M consists of a topology rm on each set 
A m, m I> 1, such that: 
(i) If q(X) , . . . ,  tn(X) are any LA-terms, X = (X1, • • •, Xm),  m, n I> 1, then 
the map a ~ (q(a),  . . . , tn(a) :A'~-'-> A ~ is continuous. 
(ii) {a} is a closed subset of A for each a cA.  
(iii) Given any m-place relation symbol R of L and any sequence 1 ~< i l  "< 
• " • < ik <~ m, 1 <~ k <~ m, the two sets 
{(ai,, • • • ,  a ik )  e A k • ~ ~ R ~a i i  ~ . • • ~a i~ ~)  & a f t  --/= 0 & . • • & a ik  ~ 0}, 
{(aft, . . . , aik ) E A k : ~ ~'-nR (~ail~ " • • ~aik~ ) • ail :~= 0 & " " " ¢~Z aik =/= 0} 
are open in A k. (Here -a i l - ' "  "~aik ~ is the element of A m whose 
ilth, i2th . . . .  , ikth coordinates are ai, . . . . .  aik respectively, and whose other 
coordinates are all 0. N.B.  We do not count the logical binary relation 
symbol = among the symbols of L.) 
Note that by (i) and (ii) each set of the form {a ~ A m : t(a) = 0} with t (X )  an 
LA-term is closed in Am. Finite intersections of such sets will be called special 
closed subsets of A m. Also, by (i), (ii) and (iii), each set of the form 
{a E A m :t(a) 4= 0}, or 
{a e A m : R(~t,~(a) ~ . . . -ti,(a) ~) & ti~(a) ~ 0 & . . . & ti~(a) :/: 0}, 
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{a E A m : - lR (~t i fa )~ " " " -ti~(a)-) & til(a) ~ 0 & . . . & tik(a) --/= 0} 
is open in Am. (Here t(X) and the tij(X) are LA-terms, X = (X  1 . . . . .  Sin)  , R is an 
n-place relation symbol of L, 1 ~< k ~< n.) Finite intersections of such sets will be 
called special open subsets of Am. 
A special ocally closed subset of A m is by definition an intersection U D S with 
U special open in A m and S special closed in A m. 
2.12. Examples. (1) If lr is a Hausdorff topology on A and Zm is the product 
topology on A m for each m/> 1, then condition (ii) is automatically satisfied and 
condition (i) is satisfied provided each m-place operation symbol f of L, m/> 1, 
defines a continuous function Am-->A. So condition (iii) is then the only 
condition left to be worried about. In particular, if (F, P) is an ordered field, 
P= {x eF :x>O},  then the interval topology on F induces in this way a 
topological system on (F, P). (Note  that for condition (iii) to hold one needs the 
unary predicate P rather than the binary relation <.) 
(3) Taking the Zariski topology on each D m, m>~l, i.e., taking the sets 
{x e D m :f(x) = 0 for all f ~ B} (with B c D[X]) as the closed sets, defines a 
topological system on the integral domain D. Clearly, for any set S c D m the 
same polynomials in D[X] vanish on S as on S z= Zariski closure of S in D "n. 
Hence algdim S = algdim S z. 
2.13. Lemma. Let M be equipped with a topological system. Then each quantifier 
free La-definable subset of A m is a finite union of special ocally closed sets. 
Proof. Use disjunctive normal form and the fact that each atomic formula as well 
as each negated atomic formula defines a finite union of special locally closed 
sets. Let us illustrate this fact by the following equivalence: 
R(t l(X),  t2(X)) <---> (R(t l (X),  t2(X)) & t~(X) --/= 0 & t2(X) 4 = O) 
V ( t l (g )  = 0 & R(0,  t2(X)) & t2(X) :/= 0) 
v (t2(X) = 0 & R(t l (X) ,  0) & tl(X) :/: 0) 
v (ta(X) = t2(X) = 0 & R(0, 0)). 
where R is a binary relation symbol. [] 
2.14. The significance of this topological description of quantifier free definable 
sets is partly due to the following fact. I rA  is boolean combination of open subsets 
of a topological space and A :# O, then A has nonempty interior in its closure. We 
leave this as an exercise. (It follows for instance asily from an elementary lemma 
due to A. Robinson [12] as Pillay pointed out to me.) We also mention that a 
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boolean combination of open subsets of a topological space can always be 
rewritten as a finite disjoint union of locally closed sets, where a locally closed set 
is by definition an intersection of an open with a closed set, or equivalently, a set 
that is open in its closure. 
We now have the following almost rivial but very useful result. 
2.15. Proposition. Let L extend the language of rings {0, 1, +, - ,  .} with extra 
constant and relation symbols but without extra operation symbols of arity >0, and 
let the L-structure ~ be an expansion of the integral domain D such that: 
(i) ~ admits quantifier elimination. 
(ii) ~ is equipped with a topological system for which each nonempty special 
open subset of D is infinite. 
Then ~ is algebraically bounded. (Hence algdim defines a dimension function 
on ~.) 
Proof. By 2.13 and 2.8 it suffices to construct, for a given special ocally closed 
set S c D re÷l, polynomials fii(X, Y) ~ D[X, Y] (1 ~< i ~< k), (X, Y) = (Xl . . . . .  
Xm, Y), such that if x e D m and 0 < #(Sx) < ~, then Sx ~ {y ~ D :fii(x, y) = 0} for 
some f// with f/(x, y) :# 0. Now S is defined by an Lo-formula fx(X, Y) . . . . .  
fk(X, Y )= 0 &dp(X, Y), where ~(X, Y) defines a special open subset of D m+l. 
Hence for a E D m the set Sa is defined by the condition 
fl(a, Y) . . . . .  fk(a, Y )= O & rp(a, Y), 
and clearly $(a, Y) defines a special open subset of D. If fl(a, Y) . . . .  , fk(a, Y) 
are all identically zero, it follows that Sa = {y ~ D:~ ~ q~(a, y)}, so that Sa is 
either empty or infinite. Therefore, if 0 < #(S~) < oo, then Sac  (y e D :f-(a, y) = 
0) for some f/with fi(a, Y) 4: 0.) [] 
2.16. In 2.17-2.23 below we assume the hypotheses of Proposition 2.15 and 
continue to use its notations. Topological notions are with respect o the topology 
on each set D m given by the topological system of condition (ii). 'Definable' means 
"definable with parameters in ~'. 
2.17. Besides algebraic boundedness the assumptions of 2.15 have other interest- 
ing consequence s. Here is one that is immediate from 2.13. 
(a) Each definable Set A c D m is a finite union of special ocally closed sets. 
Special closed proper subsets of D are finite, cf. 2.11. This implies: 
(b) Each definable subset of D is the union of a finite set and a definable open 
set. 
By (a) and the remark in 2.14 each nonempty definable set has nonempty 
interior in its closure. However, in our situation more is true. 
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2.18. Proposition. Each nonempty definable set A ~ D m has nonempty interior in 
its Zariski closure A z. 
Here the Zariski closure is the closure with respect o the Zariski topology on 
D m, cf. Example 2.12(2). On the other hand, 'interior' in the statement of the 
proposition refers of course to the topology on A z induced by the topological 
system, a system that may or may not coincide with the Zariski topological 
system. 
Before proving 2.18 we mention a few generalities on the Zariski topology. A 
Zariski closed set V ~ O m determines an ideal I (V)  = {f  ~ D[X] : f l y  = 0}, X = 
(X1 . . . . .  Xm), and since its localization IK(V)= {f  ~ K[X] : f l v  =0} is finitely 
generated (Hilbert Basis Theorem!) V is a special closed subset of Dm. We call V 
irreducible if V 4:0 and V is not the union of two Zariski closed proper subsets, or 
equivalently, if I (V)  is a prime ideal of D[X]. The space D m with its Zariski 
topology is a noetherian space, i.e., each descending sequence of Zariski closed 
sets stabilizes, which implies that each Zariski closed V c D 'n is a finite union 
V = V1 U. • • U V, with all V/ irreducible and V~ q~ (.-Jj,i Vj. The collection 
{111 . . . . .  Vk} is uniquely determined by V and its members are called the 
irreducible components of V. 
Comment. We would like to remark that 2.18 and further similar results may 
seem very plausible and barely in need of proof, but one should exercise caution 
here, and detailed proofs are in fact advisable. For example, it can happen that U 
is a nonempty definable open subset of an irreducible Zariski closed set V c D m, 
but U is not Zariski dense in V. For the ordered field E this happens for 
V = {(x, y) E ~2:y2 =x(x  + 1) 2} which has ( -1 ,  0) as isolated point, and for the 
valued field Qp one can take V={(x ,y )~QZ:y2=x(x -1 /p )2} ,  which has 
( l /p, 0) an isolated point. 
In other words, experience with algebraically closed fields does not always 
predict what happens in our general setting. 
2.19. Proof of Proposition 2.18. Let V1 . . . . .  Vk be the irreducible components 
of A z. 
Claim. A \U j . i  Vj has nonempty interior in Vii for i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
This claim implies the proposition since Vi\Uj, i  Vj is clearly open in A z. To 
prove the claim, note that A\[,_Jj,i Vj is Zariski dense in V~, so that if we write the 
definable set A\L J j , i  Vj as a finite union of special ocally closed sets, then one of 
these, say B, is Zariski dense in V~. Now B is defined by a condition 
fa(X) . . . . .  )~(X) = 0& q~(X) 
where the f 's  are in D[X] and ~p(X) defines a special open set. Since B is Zariski 
dense in V,. we may, be adding equations if necessary, assume that the equations 
in this condition define V/, which shows that B is open in V~. [] 
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2.20. Here is an application to definable groups. Each definable subgroup 
G ~ GLn(D) is open in its Zariski closure G z in GLn(D). (Here we consider 
GLn(D), the set of n x n matrices over D whose determinant is a D-unit, as a 
subset of D n2.) This is because at least one point of G has G as neighborhood in
G z, and by multiplying this point with arbitrary elements of G we see that each 
point of G has G as neighborhood in G z. 
2.21. Given an irreducible Zariski closed set V c D m of algebraic dimension k 
with ideal I (V )  = (fl, • • •, fn) we call a e V a regular point of V if the matrix 
af/(a))  
aXj /l~i~n,l~]<~m 
has rank m - k. Standard arguments show that this does not depend on the choice 
of generators for I (V ) ,  and that the set of nonregular points of V is a proper 
Zariski closed subset of V. (Note. Here we use that if char (D) - -p  >0,  then the 
algebraic boundedness of D implies by the argument of 1.6 that D e = D, hence 
the fraction field K of V is perfect so that the function field of V over K is 
separable over K.) These facts and the proof  of 2.18 lead to the following 
sharpening of 2.18. 
Proposition. I f  A cD m is definable and A z has irreducible components 
V1 . . . . .  Vk, then there is for  each i = 1 . . . .  , k a special open set Ui ~ D m such 
that U, n Vi c A n vi, ui o vi is nonempty and all its points are regular points o f  V,. 
2.22. Let A denote the closure of a set A c D".  Clearly A ~,~ c A z, and A and 
A z have the same algebraic dimension, hence algdim A = algdim A. Here we do 
not have to assume that A or fi~ is definable but for definable sets we have a 
sharper esult. 
2.23. Proposition. I f  A ~ D m, A 4 = ~, and A and 7t are definable, then 
algdim(.4\A) < algdim(A). 
Proof. Let W be an irreducible component of (AkA) z. It is enough to show 
algdim W < algdim A. Suppose algdim W = algdim A. Then W must be an ir- 
reducible component of A z. Put B = (A\A) n W, C = U {irr. comp. of A z 
different from W}. Then B is Zariski dense in W and algdim(W n C) < algdim W, 
so B\C  is also Zariski dense in W. Then 2.18 gives a nonempty set U c B \C  
which is open in W. Now U ~ W\C and W\C is open in A z, so U is open in A z. 
Take a point u e U. Then u e B c .4 c A z and U is an AZ-neighborhood of u e .,~, 
hence U intersects A, contradicting U c B. [] 
2.24. In all examples below the definability of A c D m implies the definability of 
A, either because A = A z, or because the topologies of the topological system are 
'definable' in an obvious sense. 
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Examples of structures satisfying the assumptions of 2.15 
(1) Algebraically closed fields, considered as rings, with the Zariski topology 
system. In this case definable sets are also commonly called constructible sets. 
(2) Real closed fields considered as ordered rings (F, P) with P = {x e P :x > 
0}. In this case definable sets are also commonly known as semi-algebraic sets. 
(3) The field of complex numbers C considered as a ring, but in contrast o 
example (1) we equip each C" with the Euclidean topology that comes from its 
identification with •Zm. Here we have the interesting fact that the closure of each 
definable (= constructible) subset of C m equals its Zariski closure, cf. [9, p. 114]. 
(4) Algebraically closed fields K equipped with a nontrivial valuation v : K" 
F. Here we consider K as an L-structure for L = {0, 1, +, - , . ,  I} with x l Y <::> 
3z (xz =y& v(z)I>0). Here the topology on each K m is the product topology 
induced by the valuation topology on K. (See [8, p. 83] for the verification of 
condition (i) in 2.15.) 
Here are two variants. 
(5a) Valuation rings V = {x ~ K: v(x)/>0} of valued fields (K, v) as in (4). 
Here we consider V as an L-structure for the same L as above, restricting I to V, 
and we equip each V m with the product topology induced by the valuation 
topology on V. 
(5b) Algebraically closed fields K considered as just rings but with the topology 
on each K m induced by a nontrivial valuation v as in (4). As in example (3) the 
closure of a definable (= constructible) set happens to coincide with its Zariski 
closure. 
(6) Our main source of example, generalizing example (4), are the henselian 
valued fields of characteristic 0. See the next section for a detailed treatment. 
2.25. The entire business on algebraic boundedness in this section can easily be 
generalized. Clearly the fact that 'algebraic independence' satisfies the exchange 
principle is crucial for defining 'transcendence d gree' and for the good behaviour 
of algebraic dimension in the presence of algebraic boundedness. 
Let us indicate a straightforward analogue of algebraic boundedness in 
differential algebra, based on another dependence r lation. 
In the following (D, d) denotes a differential domain of characteristic 0 whose 
derivation d:D---~D is not trivial, i.e. d(D):/:{0}. (It follows that nonzero 
differential polynomials f (X )  ~ D[X]d, X = (Xl, • • •, Xm), define differential 
polynomial functions Dm---~ D that are not identically zero, cf. [4, p. 99].) Given 
S c D m, a differential polynomial f (X )~ D[X]d defines a function a ~-->f(a):S---~ 
D, and we let D[S]j be the (differential) D-algebra of all functions of this form. 
(The ring of differential polynomial functions on S.) 
Definition. The differential algebraic dimension of S (notation diffalgdim(S)) is 
the maximal number of functions in D[S]d that can be differential-algebraically 
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independent over D. (Here gl . . . . .  gk E D[S]d are called differential- 
algebraically independent over D if f (g l  . . . . .  gk)--/:O for each fe  
D[Y1, . . . ,  YI,]d,f 4= 0; by convention diffalgdim(0)= -oo.) 
The analogue of 2.3 (same proof) holds for differential algebraic dimension, 
with K = differential fraction field of D, K(S)d = differential field generated over 
K by the coordinates of s, and differential transcendence degree replacing 
transcendence degree. Also the analogue of 2.4 holds, which justifies omitting 
(D, d) as subscript in our notation for differential algebraic dimension. 
Similarly parts (ii), (iii), (iv) of 2.5 go through for diffalgdim, but 2.5(i) has of 
course to be modified. 
Call a subset S ~ D small if S ~ {y e D : f (y)  = 0} for some nonzero differential 
polynomial f (Y )  ~ D[Y]a. (So the small subsets of D form an ideal.) 
Definition. An expansion ~ of (D, d) is called differentially bounded if for each 
set S~D m+l that is definable in ~ there exist differential polynomials 
f l , . . . , f reD[X1 . . . . .  Xm, Y]o such that if Sx is small (x~D' ) ,  then Sx~ 
{y e D :f/(x, y) = 0} for some i ~ {1, . . . ,  r) with f,.(x, I1) =# O. 
(Here again it makes no difference if we mean definable with or without 
parameters.) Analogous to 2.7 we have: I f  ~ is a differentially bounded expansion 
of (D, d), then 'diffalgdim' defines a dimension function on 9. (One has to modify 
the proof of 2.7 slightly since the definability of S(0) and S(1) has to be 
established in a different way, use that 
S(0) = {x ~ D m :O=/=Sx ~ {y ~ D :fi(x, y) = 0) for some i with f~(x, Y) 4= 0}). 
As in 2.9 one shows that differentially closed fields are differentially bounded. 
More generally, one has the analogue of 2.15. I f  L extends the language 
{0, 1, +, - , . ,  d} of differential rings with extra constant and relation symbols but 
without extra operation symbols of arity >0, and the L-structure ~ is an expansion 
of (D, d) satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) of 2.15, then ~ is differentially 
bounded. Further, under these assumptions the analogue of 2.18 holds, with the 
Zariski topology replaced everywhere by the differential Zariski topology, whose 
dosed sets in D 'n are the sets {x e D m : f (x )=0 for all f e B} for B c D[X]d. 
(Since D m is a noetherian space with respect to this topology, by the Ritt-  
Raudenbush basis theorem, the arguments in 2.19 involving irreducible com- 
ponents go through.) 
N.B. The differential analogue of (2.23) does not hold: take a differentially 
closed field K, with the differential Zariskf topology on each K m, and let 
A = {x ~ K:dx = 0, x :# 0}. Then A] = A z = {x ~ K: dx = 0}, .4\A = {0}, so 
diffalgdim(A) = 0 = diffalgdim(A\A). 
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For the differentially dosed field there are finer ordinal valued invariants, like 
Morley rank, Shelah rank and Lascar rank. It would be nice to know if one of 
these ranks leads to an 'ordinal valued dimension function' which is, say additive 
under cartesian products, and satisfies the analogue of 2.13. 
3. Definable sets in henselian fields of characteristic 0 
3.1, For the purpose of this section a henselian field is a field K equipped with a 
nontrivial validation v:K'---~ Fsuch that the valuation ring (?v = {x ~ K:v(x)>i  0} 
is henselian, that is if f (Y )  ~ ~o[Y], y e ~ and v( f (y ) )  > O, v ( f ' (y ) )  = 0, then f 
has a zero in Q. (That the valuation is nontrivial means that v(K ' )= F4: {0}.) 
We write rn~ for the maximal ideal {x ~ ~Tv :v (x)>0} of tT~, and Ko = tT~/rn~ (or 
/~ if v is given) for the residue field. We let res: ~ ~/< be the residue class map. 
Hensel's lemma provides the main examples of henselian fields, namely the 
fields K that are complete with respect to a nonarchimedean bsolute value 
I . [ :K~R+ with IK'14:{1}. (Here the corresponding valuation v is given by 
v(x)= - log Ixl, so ~. = {x eK:IXI~< 1}.) 
The case of equal characteristic 
3.2. Let (K, v) be a henselian field of equal characteristic 0, i.e. K and/< have 
both characteristic 0. Let Pn(K) c K" be the multiplicative group of nth powers, 
for n I> 1. We now introduce a language L(K, v) that extends the language of 
rings by (quite a lot of) extra predicates, and we shall view (K, v) as an 
L(K, v)-structure. These extra predicates and their interpretation i K are as 
follows (with F = v(K')): 
(a) For each set S c F"  (m I> 1) an (m + 1)-place predicate Vs to be interpreted 
in K by: 
" ( (ab)  (~) )  
Vs(al . . . . .  am, b) ¢:> a l , . . . , am,  beK 'and  v . . . .  , v  ~S. 
(b) For any set U c K r+~ (r, s/>0) and any positive integers n~ . . . . .  nr an 
(r + s + 1)-place predicate Ptz ......... to be interpreted in K by: 
Pu, n, ....... (as , . . . ,  ar, ba, • . . ,  b,, c) ¢::> c 4= O, v(bl) . . . . .  v(b,) >I v(c) 
t~ 3Zl ,  " " " , Zr[l</~i~r V(Zi) ~ 0 
&(res (zO, . . . , res (z~) , res (~)  . . . . , res (~) )  ~ U 
Note that the set F_ = {~ ~ F: y ~< 0} corresponds via (a) to the divisibility on K" 
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induced by v: 
a lbC:>v(a)<~v(b ) (fora, beK ' ) ;  
this divisibility relation in turn determines the valuation v (up to equivalence). 
Note further that, by taking r = 0 in (b), the inverse image in ~ of any subset of 
k s is definable by an atomic formula. 
We now have the following basic fact. 
3.3. K admits elimination of quantifiers in the language L(K, v). 
This is a special case of Delon's [1, Theor~me 2.2, p. 40]. (According to Delon 
one has to modify slightly the predicates F~,n, ....... in Theor~me 2.1 of [1, p. 38], 
which leads to a corresponding change in Theor~me 2.2; we have taken this into 
account by including an extra place in our predicates, with the effect that the 
predicates are invariant under multiplication by nonzero constants. Delon intends 
to publish an updated version of her results in [2].) 
3.4. We now equip K with the valuation topology and each K m with the product 
topology. Since (K, v) is henselian, Pn(K) is an open (hence closed) subgroup of 
K" for each n I> 1. 
Lemma. This sequence of topologies is a topological system on K considered as an 
L( K, v )-structure. 
Proof. Because the valuation topology is Hausdorff this reduces to verifying 
condition (iii) in 2.11 for the predicates introduced above. For the predicates Vs 
from (a) this is immediate since they define clopen subsets of (K')  m. For the 
predicates from (b) a little more work is needed, but the arguments are also 
straightforward. [] 
It is now clear that the conditions of 2.15 hold for the L(K, v)-structure K, 
which implies the first part of the following theorem. 
3.5. Theorem. I f  (K, v) is a henselian field of equal characteristic O, then K, 
considered as an L(K, v)-structure, is algebraically bounded. Further, the al- 
gebraic dimension is the only dimension function on its full Tarski system of 
definable sets. 
Proof. We need only show the second part. By 1.3 and 2.17(b) it suffices to check 
that any dimension function d must assign dimension 1 to each nonempty 
definable open set S c K. Translating S we may assume 0e S, and multiplying S
by a nonzero constant we obtain Q c S, hence K = S U S -1, which by d(K) = 1 
implies d(S) = 1. [] 
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The case of mixed characteristic 
3.6. Let (K, v) be a henselian field of mixed characteristic (0,p) ,  that is, 
char(K) = 0, char ( / ( )=p > 0. As before, let Pn(K)c  K" be the multiplicative 
group of nth powers, n/> 1. Also, let resm :~v ---> Gdp '~,  be the residue class map 
for each m/> 1. We introduce a language Lp(K, v) that extends the language of 
rings by extra predicates, and we shall view (K, v) as an Lp(K, v)-structure. 
These extra predicates and their interpretation in K are as follows (with 
r = v (K ' ) ) :  
(a) For each set S ~ F m (m >1 1) an (m + 1)-place predicate Vs to be inter- 
preted in K just as in the equal characteristic 0 case, cf. 3.2. 
(b) For each m~>l, r, s>~0 and any set Uc (G /p 'G)  r+~ and any positive 
integers nl . . . . .  nr an (r + s + 1)-place predicate Pm,v ........ n, to be interpreted in 
K by: 
P, 'n,U,n l . . . . . . .  (a l , . . . ,  at, bl . . . .  , bs, c) ¢::> c~O,  v (b l ) , . . . ,  v(b~)>~v(c) 
, [ A v(z,) O & :::lzx, . . . Gt_l~i~r 
• . . . . .  resm( )to , 
A a,z, 
l<<-i<~r C 
Note that by taking r = 0 in (b) the inverse iamge in ~ of any subset of 
(6v/p'6n) s is definable by an atomic formula. As in the equal characteristic 0 case 
we have: 
3.7. K admits elimination of quantifiers in the language Lp(K, v). This is a special 
case of a theorem (to be published elsewhere) that does for mixed characteristic 
what Delon's theorems referred to in 3.3 do for the equal characteristic case. 
3.8. We now equip K with the valuation topology and each K m with the product 
topology. Since (K, v) is henselian, Pn(K) is an open (hence closed) subgroup of 
K" for each n/> 1. As in 3.4 it follows that our topologies form a topological 
system on the Lp(K, v)-structure K. Analogous to 3.5 we conclude: 
3.9. Theorem. I f  (K, v) is a henselian fe ld  of mixed characteristic (0, p), then K, 
considered as an Lp(K, v)-structure, is algebraically bounded. Further, the 
algebraic dimension is the only dimension function on its full Tarski system of 
definable sets. 
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Partitioning definable sets into manifolds 
3.10. In the remainder of this section K is a field complete with respect to a 
nontrivial absolute value I'l :K---~ ff~+. (The characteristic of K is arbitrary, the 
absolute value may be archimedean .or nonarchimedean; 'nontrivial' means 
IK'I :~ {1}.) We further assume: L is a language extending the language of rings 
with extra constant and relation symbols but without extra operation symbols of 
arity >0, and ~ is an expansion of the ring K to an L-structure such that: 
(i) ~ admits quantifier elimination. 
(ii) By giving each K m the product topology induced by the I'l'topoiogy on K 
the L-structure ~IC is equipped with a topological system. (Note that then the 
hypotheses of Proposition 2.15 are satisfied, so that in particular ~ is algebraically 
bounded. Just as in the proof of the second part of 3.5 one shows that the 
algebraic dimension is the only dimension function on its full Tarski system of 
definable sets.) 
3.11. Since K is complete, K-analytic manifolds and their properties are 
available, cf. Serre [15]. We only consider nonempty K-analytic manifolds that 
have the same tangent space dimension at each point and call this the dimension 
of the manifold. We now relate this to algebraic dimension. Adapting a notion 
from [3, (3.11)] to our framework we define a special manifold in K m to be a 
nonempty intersection Ufq V with U a special open set in K m and V an 
irreducible Zariski closed subset of K ~ such that U fq V c Reg(V), where Reg(V) 
is the set of regular points of V. (See 2.21.) Clearly such a set is indeed a 
K-analytic submanifold of K m, of dimension d when algdim V = d. (Not that 
'special' is always used relative to a fixed L-structure equipped with a fixed 
topological system.) Below 'definable' means 'definable with parameters in ~' .  
3.12. Proposition. Each definable set S c K m is a union of finitely many disjoint 
special manifolds in Km. 
The proof is exactly like that of Lemma 3.12 in [3]. (Just replace 'Krull 
dimension of V's affinoid algebra' by 'algebraic dimension of V'.) 
We can now give a topological characterization f the algebraic dimension of a 
definable set. For any d-tuple i = (i(1) . . . . .  i(d)) with 1 ~< i(1) < .  • • < i(d) <~ m, 
let 
3"[i(X1 . . . .  , Xm) = (X i (1 )  . . . .  , Xi(d)) for (X1 . . . . .  Xm) E K m. 
3.13. Corollary. I f  S c K m is definable, S ~ ~J, then algdim(S) is the largest integer 
de {0 , . . . ,  m} for which there is a d-tuple i as above such that ~ri(S ) has 
nonempty interior in K d. 
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Proof. If algdim(S) = d, then S contains a special manifold U fq V c Reg(V) with 
algdim(V) = d. Take generators fl, • • •, f ,  of I (V)  and a ~ U N V. Then some 
(m-d)  x (m-d)  minor of the matrix ((afii/axi)(a)) is nonzero--say 
I(aJ~/axi)(a)h<~i<<.m-d,d+l<<_j<<_~---and the implicit function theorem shows that then 
for i = (1 . . . . .  d) the restriction of the map ari to a suitable open neighborhood 
of a in V is an analytic isomorphism onto an open subset of K d. It follows that 
ar/(U fq V) has nonempty interior in K d. 
Conversely, if :r/(S) has nonempty interior in K d, then algdim(S)~ > 
algdim :ri(S) >>- d, the first inequality following from 1.5(ii). [] 
3.14. Examples where the assumptions of 3.10 hold. (1) Let K be a field of 
characteristic 0 complete with respect to a nontrivial nonarchimedean absolute 
value, with associated valuation v. Here 
= (K considered as L(K,  v)-structure) if char(/~) = 0, 
= (K considered as Lp(K, v)-structure) if char(/~) =p > 0. 
(2) The field Qp of p-adic numbers with its usual p-adic absolute value and 
considered as a structure for Macintyre's language as defined in [14, §1]. 
(Macintyre's original language in [7] contains a superfluous ymbol that violates 
3.10.) Note that this example does not fall under the scope of (1); also, the notion 
of 'special manifold' is sensitive to the choice of language. 
(3) The field ~ with the usual (archimedean) absolute value and considered as 
an ordered ring. 
(4) The field C with the usual absolute value and considered as a ring. 
3.15. Lipshitz [5] proves the existence of a uniform bound on the number of 
isolated points on fibers of affinoid varieties over complete fields. Such a result 
also holds in the situation considered in this section: 
Let K be a henselian valued field of characteristic O, considered as L(K,  v)- or 
Lp(K, v)-structure, and let S cK  m be definable and f :S--~K" a definable map. 
Then there is a number fl = f l ( f )  ~ N such that for each x ~ K" the fiber f - l (x )  
contains at most fl isolated points. 
This follows easily from algebraic boundedness and the fact that a definable set 
of isolated points is necessarily of dimension O, hence finite. 
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